
   

 

Situation: I witnessed a Drill Sergeant (DS) in my unit circumvent the Army’s system to steal over $7,000 dollars.  DS
Whales was an outstanding non-commissioned officer.  He was assigned to a Training Post and loved his job.  He
enjoyed very much being a Soldier, training Soldiers, and above all, being a Drill Sergeant.  A few years ago, I was a
young 1LT and was assigned to the same unit as DS Whales as the company XO.  I was immediately liked by the cadre
and the trainees.  I was very good at doing PT and had a natural rapport with the Soldiers. 
DS Whales and I talked often and soon became good friends.  One day, I walked into the DS conference room and saw
Whales at his wall locker.  He had all new equipment and extra equipment as well.  I was very curious about how he
obtained all those items.  I asked how and he said all DS get new equipment every year for being on the “Trail” and
besides having a few extra items never hurts.  Since I was not very educated on the issue and still new to the Army, I
took his word for it. 

DS Whales had a wall locker full of brand new and extra equipment.  As a very close friend, Whales told me how he was
able to get all those things.  I regretted the fact he told me anything.  One reason was because he even gave me a few
items I thought legitimately belonged to him.  I tried telling him what he was doing would eventually get him caught and
in serious trouble.  He was circumventing the Central Issue Facility (CIF) system to get new and extra equipment.  I was
not too sure how to tell my 1SG and commander.  I just thought as long as DS Whales was careful and kept it on low
profile, everything would be okay.  One day, a worker in CIF noticed the inventory was not matching and researched the
problem. After noticing a serious problem, the worker took it to the director who then notified CID to investigate the
situation.  After a quick and thorough investigation, it led back to DS Whales.  CID questioned all cadres, including me. 
When asked did I know about the situation, I said I had no knowledge of Whales’ activity.  That is not lying is it?
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